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WHO IS VERONICA VARGAS
YOUR COACH-YOUR MENTOR!

Veronica Vargas is Bodies By V.V.
BY VERONICA VARGAS

Hi I'm Veronica Vargas, the fun loving Latina
Mama who created Bodies By V.V. in 2006. I'm
a Canadian Certified Holistic Nutritionist,
Personal Trainer and Lifestyle Coach.
My personal past struggles have built the
passion and skills I apply to every program i
create to bring out confidence, sexiness, fun
and healthy lifestyles.
I'm more then just a coach and motivator, Me
and my team of professionals help women
figure out why they can't lose weight and help
them discover a new way of healthy living.
I'm recognized in my community as the Coach
that really cares, listens, and has a way of
motivating my ladies though the toughest
workouts and educator of healthy lifestyle in
the kitchen and in the heart.
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Like many women, I suffered from depression
and eating disorders and in 2005 I decided to
become a Holistic Nutrition, to find answers for
myself. Little did I know that my search for
answers, would save many women from the
same pain I experience for endless years and
helped them to feel great about themselves
again.
Today i'm here to educate you on what most fat
loss seekers never learn or at least take seriously.
Yes fitness and nutrition is critical, but so are the
14 tips i reveal to you in this special e-book.
I create many online programs that are fun, easy
to follow through videos and instructions so you
are never lost in the gym and I make nutrition
easy and painless.
Check the endless services i have to offer you !
at www.bodiesbyvv.ca
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E-BOOK INTRODUCTION
Ectomorph Complete Survival Guide
From Bodies By V.V.

Yes, you get to your Goals! Now you will learn how!

Models who grace the covers and pages of most fashion magazine tend to have an
ectomorph body type. In addition to being tall, they have a thin build, long limbs, small
joints and thin bones. Many are flat chested and don't have much junk in the trunk.
Although they appear skinny, they can actually have higher body fat than one might expect.
Ectomorphs have a difficult time putting on muscle mass because their metabolism has a
tendency to run higher than other body types. In the fitness world, we would refer to them
as “hard gainers.” Famous female ectomorphs include Kate Moss, Natalie Portman, Taylor
Swift, Kate Middleton and Cameron Diaz. Famous male ectomorphs include Matthew
McConaughey, Bradley Cooper and Toby McGuire.
This Blue print Guide will layout everything you need to know to start.

Need More Help?
Personal Coaching Services
This eBook is amazing complete guide, yet
sometimes we need more support.
At Bodies By V.V. we treat every ladies like a
Queen and if you are in need of more help
with personal coaching, mindset support,
nutrition checkups or assistance in creating
customized meal plans, I can help you!
Simply message me and we will connect
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WHO IS AN ECTOMORPH?
Ectomorphs are evny of everyone as they can eat without putting on much or if any weight at all!
known in the fitness world as the “Atheltic”. As an Ectomorph you tend to have a harder time
gaining muscle and will need to work harder in the gym and eating towards your goals.
Yet not all of us are able to maintain a Ectomorph body type, and this is true with hormone
changes, dietary choices and sedentary lifestyle, you can change your body type from one
extreme to another. Yet the truth is also true on the opposite end. If you were once an
Ectomorph (Thin) you can with the right environment become your true genetic body type
again, or if you wish to create a more athletic look as a mesomorph.
Some of us are born with the genes of this body type, but know that your environment is more
powerful then your genes, and you may not turn out to be a super curvy and ripped version of
yourself, but you will will see a more femaine sexy version of your curves and strength for men.
So what exactly is an Mesomorph?
First off, an Mesomorph is nothing more than a certain body type, of which there are three:
1. Ectomorph: Naturally thin, small bone structure. Hard to gain weight

2. Mesomorph: Naturally muscular and strong.
3. Endomorph: Naturally build like the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man. .Most people have traits of
two body types and rarely is someone a "pure" body type. Usually there is a dominant one and in
your case, it's endo.

How I went from a Over weight
Mesomorph to a Leaner Mesomorph
From a very young age i was called "chuncky, round, plumply and
sometime fatso" all the teasing names from kids and society that
indicated my somatype, I lived an Endomorphic environment, but
truly a mesomorph by nature. My nutrition as a child was poor and
very processed, and this nutrition environment shaped my young
body into being overweight. My activity level was regular yet my
weight did not allow me to more as much as i should or wanted.
At the age of 16 i adapted an exercise regime of strength training
with home videos and extensive cardio. This helped me a bit but i
found myself overeating every single night. Not until i became a
Holistic Nutritionist in 2006, I finally understood what i was doing
wrong. I was finally able to practice the nutrition and fitness to take
me from an over weight Mesomorph to a Lean and sexy
Mesomorph, and you can too.
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ECTOMORPH METABOLISM
Understand your body type and how to create the right enviroment for it

Ectomorphs have a fast metabolism, which is both a blessing
and a curse. A high metabolism makes is easy to get lean, and it
can seem as if they can eat whatever they want and not gain
weight. However, with age, their metabolisms will slow down,
primarily due to low muscle mass, which can result in an
unhealthy gain in body fat.
The key is to still eat a healthy, balanced diet rich in nutrients.
Just because you have an ectomorph body type, doesn't mean
you should use that as an excuse to eat everything, including
junk food.

Metabolism & Muscle
Because Ectomoprh have a high metabolism and turn over carbs very quickly
and have small muscle that can't storage sugar effectively, finding the right
amount of macro-nutrients that are as unique as you is important. However
many Ectomophs end up looking like a smaller overweight version of
themselves due to our standard american diet of "High Carb and High Fat".
Over time this standard american diet leads to insulin resistance. If you’re
constantly opening the door with a cannon (high concentration of insulin) your
body starts to reinforce this door more and more until you need nuclear
weapons — intravenous insulin. You are now diabetic.
In addition to the health problems caused by insulin resistance in terms of
fitness insulin stops breakdown of fat and starts to make fat. Also the recycling
of protein stops, so all together your body goes into storage mode.
It can be easy for a Ectomorph to end up with insulin resistance if they are not
careful with potion sizes and macros. If a Ectomorph is not careful, they will
end up being a skinny fat, causing many health issues. In essence most of us
consume such amounts of carbohydrates that our blood glucose and insulin
levels are all over the place. This leads to hunger, moodiness, fat gain, failing
of diets and ultimately diabetes. A path many people are stuck on.
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CHARATERISTIC
Let’s see some of Ectomorphs’ basic characteristics:
Temperament: anxious, self-conscious, artistic, thoughtful, quiet, and private. They enjoy
intellectual stimulation and feel uncomfortable in social situations, Sensitive, sometimes spacey
and easily distracted, sensitive, “busy bodied,” dislikes structure or routine, daydreamer.
Frame: tall, they have a thin build, long limbs, small joints and thin bones. Many are flat chested
and with small glutes
Muscle Fiber: type 1, slow twitch muscle fibre (rely on our huge energy resources)
need to consistently weight train to avoid more muscle depletion
Must have pre fuel and post fuel after workouts 30 to 60 minutes before/after workout
Metabolism: fast metabolism, However, with age, their metabolisms will slow down
Common Hormones Imbalances: Thyroid, Chronically Stressed "Adrenal Fatigue", Estrogen
Dominant, Liver
Ayurvedic Elements: Air & Earth
As an Ectomorph you;

Have predominately type 1, slow twitch muscle fibre. This is significant because the type of
muscle fibre a person has determines the way their body prefers to train. Training for an
ectomorph should be about creating as much muscle as possible, for men and especially
woman (who are more prone to osteoporosis). Ectomorphs have fast metabolisms which can be
a blessing and a curse. In a healthy Ectomorph a high metabolism results in the body storing
minimal fat, it increases protein turnover, which speeds recovery, however it also means an
Ectomorph struggles to build muscle. For an Ectomorph it is essential to keep glycogen stores
(carbohydrate stored in muscle) topped up. Having a faster metabolism means that they will
deplete their stores at a faster rate than other body types. Ectomorphs generally have smaller
muscles and therefore smaller glycogen storage capacity than other body types, meaning they
will deplete their stores relatively quicker compared to other body types. They should be sure to
eat small meals and regularly to prevent depleting glycogen stores and subsequently breaking
down muscle. Having a steady stream of food going in also keeps insulin levels steady
preventing protein breakdown, keeping the body in an anabolic zone.
A Ectomoph can tolerate carbohydrates very well, yet those who have metabolic disorders such
as PCOS, and fatty liver will require fewer carbs than a regular ectomorph.

BEFORE AND AFTER ECTOMORPHS
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YOUR BLUEPRINT
In order to attain and sustain healthy weight loss you need to include the following seven

EDUCATION
You Must Lift and Eat !
Ectomorph, body type must
train hard in the gym and eat
enough to supply energy to
the growing muscles

NUTRITION
Your nutrition should be on the higher carb end with mod-higher fat
and mod protein. To Calculate your Calorie needs please go to this
link and then use the formula below with your weight loss calorie
needs. Understand that the formula below is a good starting point,
yet you may need to play around with the macros to be customized
for you based on your progress and plateaus
PROTEIN = 25%
CARBS = 55%
FAT= 20%

LIFESTYLE
Move allot & Sleep Enough &
Reduce Stress!
Your lifestyle requires you to
be active every single day,
getting enough sleep to prime
your hormones and reduces
stressors out of your life as
this cause more fat storage

CARDIO
Your body type requires less
cardio than the other body
types.
Active recovery is best (life
movements; walking, hiking,
biking)
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MEAL FREQUENCY:
Every 2-3 hours

CARB TIMING:
BEST TO HAVE IN ALL
MEALS

RESISTANCE TRAINING
Best resistance training is;
Reps 8-12
Sets 3-5
Med-Heavy weight
5-6 times a week (split sessions)/ 45 Min Sessions
No Cardio ( best to stick to strength for fat burning effects)

SUPPLEMENT
Best Supplements;
Enzymes
Carbo ( glucose replacement)
BCAA's/ L-leucine
L- Glutamine/ L-carntine
Multi-vitamins

SUPPORT
Support
Because your body type
requires changes in nutrition
and fitness programs
frequently a professional
support system is very
important to guide you through
building plateaus
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NEED SUPPORT?
Customized Plans Available
Choose the Right Plan For You!

Now you understand more about your body type, the nutrition, lifestyle and fitness
blue print required to get started.
Yet sometimes we need more structure and guidelines, and now you can get your
customized body type plan with me.

28 DAY FAT SHREDDER

ME PLAN

This is a Endomorph created program that includes the
right nutrition plan to jump start your fat loss goals.
Includes:;

This "Me Plan" is created just for you! with all the foods
you like and a fitness program with the equipment you
have based on your schedule.

-

- 4 customized workout plans
- Personalized Fitness Schedule
- 2 Nutrition meal plans with all your likes/dislikes
- Food Exchange list Guide
-Access to Bodies By V.V. app
- Weekly Check in support for first 4 weeks
- Upgrade to monthly accountability coaching for just
50/month

4 HITT workout videos of 20 min (Dumbbells needed)
1 Bonus Video for Stubborn Trouble Spots
Nutrition Guide/ Meal Plans/ Supplement Guide eBookAccess to Bodies By V.V. app

99.00/ One
Time Payment
INVEST
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250.00/ One
Time Payment
INVEST
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